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Orthonormal Hilbert-Pair of Wavelets With
(Almost) Maximum Vanishing Moments
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Abstract—An orthonormal Hilbert-pair consists of a pair of
conjugate-quadrature-filter (CQF) banks such that the equivalent
wavelet function of both banks are approximate Hilbert trans-
forms of each other. We found that the celebrated orthonormal
wavelets of Daubechies, which have maximum vanishing-moment
(VM), cannot be used to construct good Hilbert-pairs. In this letter,
we reduce the number of VM by one and construct a Hilbert-pair
with almost maximum VM. Each pair of wavelets are time-reverse
versions of each other, and the individual wavelets are of the least
asymmetric type (i.e., approximate linear phase CQF).

Index Terms—Bernstein polynomial, complex wavelet, Hilbert-
pair, orthonormal filter banks.

I. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES

HILBERT-PAIRS are becoming an important class of over-
complete transform for various signal processing applica-

tions, most notably in denoising [1]. It has roots in the sem-
inal work of Kingsbury on dual-tree complex wavelets [2] and
was later formalized by Selesnick [3], [4]. One of the main
advantages of the Hilbert-pair over traditional critically sam-
pled wavelet transform is the approximate shift-invariance in the
former.

Orthonormal wavelets are obtained from a conjugate-quadra-
ture-filter (CQF) bank. A CQF is a two-channel multirate filter
bank, where the filters, denoted by (low-pass analysis),

(high-pass analysis), (low-pass synthesis), and
(high-pass synthesis), are obtained from a CQF filter
as follows: , ,

, and . The CQF is
typically obtained from a spectral factorization of a product
filter , i.e., . The product filter must
satisfy the halfband condition , and its
frequency response must be nonnegative: . The
orthonormal wavelet (spectrum ) is generated from
the filter bank and is given by the infinite product formula:

. To en-
sure convergence to a smooth function , zeros at
are imposed on , and this is also known as the vanishing
moment (VM) condition [5]. VM also has roles in determining
the approximation properties of the corresponding scaling
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function [6] and in rendering certain nonstationary random
process stationary [7].

An orthonormal Hilbert-pair consists of two CQFs, denoted
by and , whose corresponding wavelets functions,
denoted by and , respectively, are Hilbert transforms
of each other, i.e.,

for
for

(1)

where and are the Fourier transforms of
and , respectively. A sufficient condition for (1) was es-
tablished by [3] to be

(2)

and was later shown in [8] also to be necessary.
There has been several design techniques for Hilbert-pairs

(both orthogonal and biorthogonal) proposed in the literature,
and some (which are more relevant to this letter) will be
overviewed in the next section. In this letter, we construct a
class of Hilbert-pairs with one less than the maximum possible
number of VM, which allows some freedom to optimize the
desired Hilbert relationship. As in [9], the pair of wavelets are
mirror images of each other, i.e., (where
is a constant), and the complex version
has the following symmetry: .

II. SELF-HILBERTIAN FILTERS

The classical approach to designing a CQF is via the spectral
factorization (SF) of a product filter , as described earlier.
Since the SF process does not yield an unique solution, there
can be a variety of CQFs with the same fre-
quency response magnitude, i.e.,

. The phase responses are, however, different and will de-
pend on the distribution of the zeros of . The extremes are
the minimum phase and maximum phase cases, but the approxi-
mate linear phase case is probably the most popular. The number
of possible distinct solutions increases with the length of the
product filter. Any two distinct factors from the same product
filter, and , will satisfy exactly the magnitude part
of (2) but will not satisfy the phase part of (2). With realizable
filters, (2) can only be approximated, and this is what is desired
from the two spectral factors. This motivates us to the following
definition.

Definition 1: A self-Hilbertian (SH) filter is a product
filter with the following property: there exist at least two
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spectral factors, denoted by and , whose corre-
sponding wavelet spectrums, denoted by and ,
satisfy

for (3)

i.e., the complex wavelet is approximately analytic.
An approximate orthogonal Hilbert-pair can thus be obtained

from the appropriate spectral factors of an SH filter.
Definition 2: A symmetric SH filter has the following ad-

ditional property: there exist at least two spectral factors that
satisfy (3) and

With the symmetric SH filter, the wavelets in the pair are mirror
images of each other.

The constructions in [3] are strictly not SH, as the product
filter of the corresponding CQFs are not exactly the same. The
construction in [4] that employs the flat-delay all-pass filter is,
however, SH. The Q-shift filters in [9] and [10] are symmetric
SH. Furthermore, the individual CQF in the Q-shift solution is
also approximately linear phase. Note, however, that the design
techniques above do not explicitly spectrally factorize an SH
filter (some spectral factorization is performed in [4], but it is
not on the entire product filter).

The Hilbert-pairs to be presented later are of the symmetric
SH type with approximately linear phase for the individual CQF
and therefore can be called Q-shift filters. However, the filters in
this letter have almost maximum VM, whereas the filters in [9]
and [10] typically have a simple VM. The design technique for
the filters here, which employs explicit SF of the product filter,
is also very different from the techniques in [9] and [10].

We initially explored the possibility of the SH property in
the maximum VM product filter (employed in the celebrated
construction of Daubechies). The motivation for this is the
availability of multiple spectral factors from one product filter.
The number of distinct factors increases with the length of the
product filter, and it was hoped that there would be at least
two factors satisfying (3). Several product filters with different
length (e.g., 23, 27, and 31) were tried, but unfortunately the
result is negative. We therefore conclude that the maximum
VM product filters cannot be SH.

The next step in our research is similar in spirit to the earlier
work in [11] on biorthogonal wavelet filters. The observation
is that the maximum VM condition on the product filter is too
much of a constraint. We therefore reduce the number of VM
by one, thus allowing one degree of freedom. This approach is
detailed in the next section.

III. PRODUCT FILTERS VIA BERNSTEIN POLYNOMIAL

A simple way to construct product filters is via the Bernstein
polynomial, as the halfband and VM conditions can be struc-
turally imposed. This approach was pioneered by Caglar and
Akansu in [12] who introduced the parametric Bernstein poly-
nomial (PBP) that is given by

(4)

TABLE I
SYMMETRIC SH FILTERS WITH ALMOST MAXIMUM VM. L : RESULTING

CQF LENGTH. NVM: NUMBER OF VM. a : OPTIMAL a VALUE USING E

MEASURE. a : OPTIMAL a VALUE USING E MEASURE

where is odd, are the Bernstein
parameters, and

(5)

The polynomial can be transformed into a -transform filter
function by the following substitution:

and satisfies the halfband filter condition:
, where for brevity . If

for , then has zeros at ,
i.e., , where is the remainder
polynomial. The resulting ,
which is of length , will have zeros at .
This means that the desired number of VM can be easily
imposed, and this is one of the main appeals of the PBP. With

, the PBP gives the maximum VM
product filters of Daubechies.

In this letter, we set all Bernstein parameters to zero except
one, i.e.,

The resulting CQF will be of length with
VMs. For brevity, we denote the nonzero parameter by

and restrict its values to to ensure
for . This restriction is similar to that

imposed in [12] to the more general case of multiple nonzero
parameters, but a recent work [13] showed that, in general,

is not necessary and is in fact too restrictive. However,
we are dealing with the special case of only one parameter so
this restriction will be maintained to ensure nonnegativity in the
frequency response.

We thus have a one parameter family of product filters with
almost maximum VM. The task is then to determine a suitable
value of to give a symmetric SH filter. Since there is only one
parameter with limited range , the entire range
can be examined (scanned) to determine the optimal value. Two
measures of optimality will be considered here. By denoting
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TABLE II
COEFFICIENTS OF CQF FOR HILBERT-PAIRS. L : CQF LENGTH. NVM: NUMBER OF VM. THE COEFFICIENTS ARE NORMALIZED TO UNITY DC GAIN

, the first is a measure defined
as

which measures the peak error. The second is a measure
defined as

which measures the negative frequency energy. The construc-
tion procedure can be summarized as follows.

1) Choose a sufficiently fine grid for the discretization of
over the range [0,0.5].

2) For each value of , determine the product filter .
3) Spectral factorize using a roots distribution strategy

that will give an approximately linear phase CQF .
The strategy alternately chooses roots inside and outside
the unit circle [5].

4) Compute the equivalent wavelet functions corresponding
to the CQF and the time reverse CQF using
the classical tree-structured iterated filter bank [5], [6].

5) Calculate the optimality measure, either or , for each
and choose the CQF with the smallest measure.

IV. EXAMPLES

Using the procedure described in the previous section, we
computed the optimal values for product filters of different
length. The results are shown in Table I. Several comments are
in order, as follows.

1) The optimal ’s using either the or measure are
about the same. There does not seem to be any general
pattern to the optimal value as the length increases.

2) There is also no pattern to the quality of approximation
(to the Hilbert transform) as the length increases. The first
two filters, of length 4 and 6, are too short to give a good
approximation.

3) We can broadly classify the filters into the following three
classes based on the quality of approximation:

a) Very good (VG): , 11, 17, 21 with length 8, 12,
18, 22, respectively.

b) Good (G): , 19 with length 16, 20, respec-
tively.

Fig. 1. Orthonormal Hilbert-pair from length 8 CQF using a = 0:046. Top
diagram: time wavelet functions (solid line) and the magnitude of complex en-
velope j (t) + j (t)j (dotted line). Bottom diagram: spectrum of complex
wavelet j	 (!)+j	 (!)j (solid line) and spectrum of real wavelet 2j	 (!)j.

c) Average (A): , 5, 9, 13 with length 4, 6 10, 14,
respectively.

Surprisingly, a short filter (length 8) has the best
Hilbert approximation, although it is not very smooth.

The coefficients of the CQF for the VG cases are listed
in Table II. Plots of the time functions and spectrums of the
wavelets corresponding to the VG cases (using values) are
shown in Figs. 1–4. From the spectrums, we readily see that
approximate complex analytic functions are achieved with the
wavelet pairs. As expected, the smoothness of the time wavelet
function increases with the number of VM.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The concept of the SH filter was introduced here, and its
role in the construction of orthonormal Hilbert-pair of wavelets
was explained. It was found that maximum VM product filters
cannot be SH. However, by reducing the number of VM by one
from the maximum, one degree of freedom can be introduced.
This degree of freedom can be used to tune the characteristics
of the product filter to achieve the SH property. Using this ap-
proach, a class of orthonormal Hilbert-pairs with almost max-
imum VM was constructed. The wavelets in each pair are mirror
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Fig. 2. Orthonormal Hilbert-pair from length 12 CQF using a = 0:1824. Top
diagram: time wavelet functions (solid line) and the magnitude of complex en-
velope j (t) + j (t)j (dotted line). Bottom diagram: spectrum of complex
wavelet j	 (!)+j	 (!)j (solid line) and spectrum of real wavelet 2j	 (!)j.

Fig. 3. Orthonormal Hilbert-pair from length 18 CQF using a = 0:2407. Top
diagram: time wavelet functions (solid line) and the magnitude of complex en-
velope j (t) + j (t)j (dotted line). Bottom diagram: spectrum of complex
wavelet j	 (!)+j	 (!)j (solid line) and spectrum of real wavelet 2j	 (!)j.

images of each other, and the individual wavelet is of the least
asymmetric type.

Further work in this direction includes allowing more degrees
of freedom by further reducing the number of VM. Can this
yield a better approximation to the Hilbert transform? If yes,
what is the strategy that should be used to determine the values
of the nonzero Bernstein parameters?

Fig. 4. Orthonormal Hilbert-pair from length 22 CQF using a = 0:0240. Top
diagram: time wavelet functions (solid line) and the magnitude of complex en-
velope j (t) + j (t)j (dotted line). Bottom diagram: spectrum of complex
wavelet j	 (!)+j	 (!)j (solid line) and spectrum of real wavelet 2j	 (!)j.
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